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Water FountainScavenger Hunt #

1)  Can you find the blue dragon at San

Lorenzo Park? Check the box below

when you do!

 4)  Walk on 3 bridges over the San

Lorenzo River. Check the boxes as you

cross them!

           Water Street Bridge

           Chinatown Pedestrian Bridge

           Laurel Street Bridge

3)  Keep a tally during your walk! How

many bicyclists do you count using the

Riverwalk today?

___________________________________

www.coastal-watershed.org

2)  How many ducks do you count at the

pond in San Lorenzo Park? What are they

doing?

______________________________________

Please bring: 

Full water bottle

Optional: Blank paper and

colored pencils, snacks,

camera, binocularsSun protection

Comfortable shoesThis worksheet

Pencil or pen

Laurel Street

Distance: 1.4 miles    

Duration: 25 minutes (minimum)

Start: Anywhere you'd like!

 Mid Riverwalk Loop
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6)  Do you notice the tile mosaic art along

the Riverwalk? What is the difference

between the animals in the circle mosaics

compared to the animals in squares?

____________________________________

____________________________________

8) Find the blue flags along the river.

Each flag marks a native plant that a

volunteer planted! What different colors

can you see from here?

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

9)  If you brought an extra piece of paper

and colored pencils, find somewhere

nearby like San Lorenzo Park to draw what

you have seen along the San Lorenzo

River! 

You can include the trees, birds, bridges,

and more!

5)  Walk to the middle of the pedestrian

bridge near San Lorenzo Park and watch

the river for 2 minutes. What do you

notice?

_________________________________

_________________________________

7)  As you walk, how many flying animals

like dragonflies, butterflies, and birds can

you count in 2 minutes?

____________________________________
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